[Correlation analysis of (G + C)% of coding sequence and thermostability of xylose isomerase of thermophiles].
Statistical analysis about amino acids and coding sequence of xylose isomerase were performed in a number of thermophiles and mesophiles. It was found that there are correlations between the (G + C)% of the coding sequence and that of 1st, 2nd and 3rd position of the code of amino acids. There were also positive (for hydrophobic amino acids) and negative (for hydrophilic amino acids) correlation between the content of individual amino acids in the enzyme protein and the (G + C)% of their respective coding sequence. It speaks for the notion that high content of (G + C) in the coding sequence tends to increase the thermostability of the corresponding protein. The results in the statistical analysis of amino acid substitutions leading to change in thermostability of the protein may also be interpreted in the same way. An increase in the (G + C)% of DNA of a bacterium can therefore not only increase the thermostability of DNA itself but its proteins as well. Evolutionary consequence concerning thermophily and coding system are discussed.